‘‘Preservation and valorization of audiovisual heritage’’

Tailored services

Services for professionals of audiovisual,
institutions, associations and businesses

Video Tapes

Analog Cassettes

AudioTapes

Digital Cassettes

Films

We scan your current heritage
 Whatever your original media, we suggest (offer) you to scan the contents
 A digital copy allows :
1. To preserve forever the content in its current form
2. Better keep the original by keeping it in the appropriate environment, protected from
exploitation
 Our team repair and restore your physical 16mm and 35 mm films, etc.
 Our reading machines and cleaning process optimize your tapes and cassettes
 Scanning our system generate the best possible quality
 Once scanned, your audiovisual heritage is easier to preserve
1. The original physical media can be (may be) archived environment adapted
(The original physical media can be archived suitable environment)
2. Digital copy can be used and copied at will (whenever you want)

We store your digital content
 We store your scanned on secure media content.(we store your scanned media content to secure)
According to your need, we will use
1. Dedicated servers or shared drives
2. Or computer tapes (LTO)
 In any case, a double security tape is made to deal with any eventuality
 And you receive a copy to keep carefully

We manage the repository of your new items








We provide you with the deposit you (r) new items.
Whenever a new asset should be added to your collection, just let us entrust
You and your partner may file
We create digital copy archiving format which was decided
We record in a database with metadata.
We manage, create for you the deposit and relaunching applicants if necessary
Are you sure your archive is healthy?



Regularly, you will receive a cartridge with new items

We validate the technical quality of your assets




We check your files according to your criteria (needs).
We validate interoperability.
You are certain they will be used by most of the tools available

We regularly check your backups
 We control the quality backups of your assets.
 These copies are made or required every 5 to guarantee the best
conditions of preservations for the recorded data
 You will receive a new copy for you to keep carefully.

Access your assets wherever you are
 The posting of a low-resolution version of your heritage archive opens a whole field
of possibilities
 You can see where you are. Everything is always up to date.
 You know the status of collections and the progress that is being treatment
 You can listen, view and show your assets (in "browsing" quality).

Enrich your database






The data base to archive your heritage is a key to your success.
You can view and enrich it with all the required information.
Technical information, transfer credits and attached rights
can be added by anyone who has the rights delegation.
Your employees, your partners can look for items from the registered
database data.
We can offer you several innovative services with real added to enrich
the metadata of your assets. See the back of this brochure.

Manage access rights to your collections




Your heritage is alive but access must be regulated
The rights of those your employees and your partners that you give access will
not have the same rights
Together, we organize and you can manage them.

Order your work



Authoring

Cassette

As you value your assets, you need to transfer document version or
customers in a specific format to one or more of your partners
Simply select the media concerned and the work order. We realize

USB

Duplication

PAD

VOD

Use suitable operating interfaces



To fully utilize your media, you may need interfaces specialized.
This is the case for example to fully exploit the media sports associations.
We then offer specialized interfaces tailored to your needs

Connect your archive with your website
 If you have an intranet or website, you can link to our portal
 Then you will benefit from the power of our servers
 You do not have to manage your media. Interoperability will be
ensured

Calibration




The colors of the scanner are not recovered more
generally the original colors as dandruff age
The colors of the scanner is not more recovered
generally the original colors as dandruff age
Our calibrators and senior calibrators offer this
benefit. Trust them to make your content their
original colors compatible with modern uses

Digital restoration






All media age, In fact, content copied from old
media have also scratches, dust, scratches, the
drops, etc...
Depending on the quality of the original materials,
depending on the quality of work scanning and
depending on your use, you may have restored
some of your content.
Our specialists offer their talents. They have the
best facilities to restore your old quality elements

Subtitling and Audio Description
To better promote your items, you will need to improve their accessibility.
Vectracom offers two techniques in which are leading;
1. Subtitling for the hearing impaired. It can be prepared in the media language or in
another language. In this case, we can take care of the translation. To improve just
improve indexing your content, a simple statement of dialogue is sufficient
2. The audio description for the visually impaired
3. Statements dialogues or subtitles are excellent metadata that increase the visibility of your
heritage elements

Cataloguing and Indexing







We will achieve a more or less thorough technical cataloging according to
your requirements
You can inform yourself the database, with remote editorial information,
credits and rights
From your usual workstation without special software, connection to our
accommodation online, you hear and see your media and catalog your assets
with all the necessary information
We can help you in achieving this task
You only have to validate
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